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Group 3:Phase 3 revision



Each day practise your phase 3 
sounds and your phase 3 tricky 
words. They are on the 
following slides.



Revisit Phase 3 phonemes



Phase 3

Tricky Words



















he









Revision of phase 3 sounds

Teach: Monday 6th July



Can you remember these phonemes?

sh



Can you remember these phonemes?

ch



Can you remember these phonemes?

th



Can you remember these phonemes?

ng



Can you read these words?



Can you read these words?



Can you read these words?



Can you read these words?



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

Fi___ and __ips on the di__.

ch or sh



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

There are lots of ___ings in the
___ed.

th or sh



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

This is the ki__ is si__i__. 

sh ch th ng 



Apply: Read the following questions and 
answer

Yes or No

A cat has got wings.



Yes or No

When you have a bath you get 
wet.



Yes or No

You can get chips at the vets.





Revise phase 3 sounds

Teach: Tuesday 7th July



Can you remember these phonemes 
from yesterday?

sh ch
th

ng



Can you read these words?

ship       chop         shop
shed          chick       sing
chip          chin         shot
wing sting thing
ring fish king



Can you remember these phonemes?

ee



Can you remember these phonemes?

igh



Can you remember these phonemes?

ai



Can you remember these phonemes?

oa



Can you read these words?

rain     sheep    light
goat    night    road       



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

I can see some g__ts in the pen.

oa or ee



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

There are two b__ts in the sea.

oa or igh



Can you write out these sentences and put in 
the missing sounds?

The girls are standing in the r__n.

ai  or igh





Phase 3 Tricky words

Teach: Wednesday 8th July



Practise: Play Tricky Word Trucks

• https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/3/tricky-word-
trucks

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/3/tricky-word-trucks


Apply: Play Tricky word bingo (In your pack)





Thursday: Practice your spellings

• Remember to use 



Friday: Spelling Test

Good Luck!


